CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

Room
□ Window, wipe and polish streak-free,
in/outside and between. Clean the
window valve.
□ Floor, vacuum, wipe and remove any
stains.
□ Power outlets, clean thoroughly.
□ Doors, wipe the surface and the door
frame.
□ Mirror, wipe and polish it streak-free.
□ Skirting, dust down, scrub and rinse off.
□ Wall, remove stains and clean
thoroughly.

Kitchen
□ Stove, use a steel wool scrubber to
remove the solid burnt dirt. Pull out the
stove (without damaging the floor) and
clean around, behind and underneath.
□ Oven, scrub inside and outside surfaces.
Remove solid burnt dirt. Scrub even
burners and grids. Clean the oven glass
(unscrew the two screws holding the
glass)
□ Oven/ stove knobs clean thoroughly.
□ Cooker hood, extractor fan and filter
clean free from grease.
□ Kitchen sink, remove all lime deposits.
□ Kitchen cabinets, wipe clean inside and
outside. Do not forget the handle.
□ Refrigerator, wipe clean in and outside,
even the rubber door seal. Pull out the
fridge and vacuum and mop behind.

Leave the fridge and freezer’s doors
open to prevent mold growth.
□ Freezer, defrost and wipe dry.

Bathroom
□ Sink, scrub and rinse clean all soap
stains.
□ Shower, remove limescale from wall
and floor tiles, joints and corners. You
might need to repeat! For optimal
cleaning result use proper limescale
detergent!
□ Floor drain, clean thoroughly. Unscrew
and pull up the floor drain grid. Remove
all dirt.
□ Floor, vacuum and mop.
□ Toilet, clean thoroughly around, inside
and outside.
□ Mirror, wipe and polish it streak-free
□ Bathroom cabinet/shelf, wipe clean.
□ Extractor fan, wipe away dirt and dust.

Other
• Make sure all lights are
functioning
• Storages must be empty and
clean.
□ Check you have all the keys ready to
hand back
□ Do not forget to book time for the final
inspection. Good luck!

